
 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

GAS-ELEC CELEBRATES 15 YEARS OF BUSINESS 

 

London, 18 January 2011 – gas-elec, the leader in the field of gas and electrical 

safety inspections, marks a milestone this year by celebrating its 15th anniversary. 

 

“The foundations of gas-elec were laid way back in 1996 with the launch of gas-elec 

Safety Systems, which pioneered the provision of combined safety inspection 

services in the United Kingdom,” says John Davidson, managing director of the gas-

elec group. 

 

Now the leader in its field, gas-elec operates in a £2 billion market and despite global 

recessions the company has “weathered the storm” and continues to report an 

increase in earnings year on year. 

 

“We have a long-established reputation with our clients who know that they can 

depend on the impartiality of our reports and quality of the work,” adds John. 

 

Over the years, gas-elec has continued to identify important markets creating tailored 

offerings, which supported by a bespoke IT system enables clients to book 

appointments and view reports online. 

 

The company proactively indentifies new business opportunities and the recent 

launch of boiler/ heating breakdown cover for homeowners and landlords saw the 

insurance side of the business grow. 

 

“Our FSA registration means that we are able to introduce to the market new 

insurance products in accordance with the needs of our clients. Our research 

indicated that there was a huge demand for simple yet effective boiler/ heating 



 

 

breakdown cover. We believe our heat-care Plan product does just this – and the 

sales prove it!” 

 

In response to the global call to save energy, gas-elec has also over the years 

launched a number of energy-saving products and services. The company will soon 

be offering photovoltaic (PV) solar panel installations nationwide. 

 

ENDS/… 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Editor’s Notes 
Founded in 1996, gas-elec carries out impartial safety inspections and light remedial 
works. Its unique inspection service provides the residential lettings market and 
homebuyers and sellers with multiple inspections of the gas and electrics in one visit. 
gas-elec has recently launched a number of new energy-saving products and 
services. These include the g-save Boiler Economiser, which reduces fuel bills by up 
to 31% and a consumer comparison website (ge-switch) that offers users the widest 
range of energy suppliers in order to compare their gas and electricity prices. gas-
elec has over 130 franchisees operating from 18 regional offices, who this year will 
carry out more than 120,000 safety inspections in domestic properties throughout the 
UK. For more information visit www.gas-elec.co.uk.  
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